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An inside-out view for a steady state economy. 

Ecological economist Kenneth Boulding was quotedi having said “Anyone who believes that exponential 
growth can go on forever in a finite world is either a madman or an economist”. There are two parts of 
this quote that we have been exploring in the past weeks: the finite world and the exponential growth. 
Effectively, since Barnett and Morse suggested that technology defined resource scarcity – instead of 
being a physical limit – the whole economic profession has advocated for permanent growth sustained 
under limitless natural resource substitution with labor and artificial capital. Alternatively, as Norgaard 
convincingly argues, this definition for scarcity requires non-existent fully informed extraction agents. 
Additionally, Hotelling’s results linking the rate of resource extraction with the rate of interest in a causal 
manner have also casted doubts on intergenerational equity and the direction of causality – as identified 
by Norgaard and Howarth – and further weakened the logical underpinning of natural resource 
economics. 

The second part of the aforementioned quote will be explored in more detailed in this paper. If we 
recognize that resources are finite, therefore pursuing permanent growth would be mad, as Boulding 
rightly points. The idea of a steady-state was timidly posed by John Stuart Mill in his Principles of 
Political Economy, where he approached the subject as a natural transition of humanity into a state of 
pursuit of non-material sources of happiness. Furthermore, it was more interestingly revisited by 
Herman Daly in his Economics, Ecology, Ethics: Essays toward a Steady-State Economy as the physical 
necessity of a resource constrained - and therefore finite - world. He suggests three specific controls to 
attain a steady state economy: on population, on wealth, and on distribution of income and wealth. The 
first one, population, is addressed quite sophisticatedly by referencing the work of Boulding himself who 
proposed a cap-and-trade system for births which included transaction of birth permits. As I see it, there 
are a number of social reasons that inform that the world could be stabilizing its population levels by a 
natural progression involving awareness and women empowerment, so I will focus on the other two 
elements of his proposal in this discussion. 

Limiting wealth accumulation, this is the stock of wealth, is achieved by imposing constrains on resource 
depletion - which Daly strongly prefers instead of controlling the output, pollution – again through a cap 
and trade program of auctioned extraction permits. In other words, this means limiting consumption 
and increasing the residence time of possessions, both of which impose a paradigm shift from current 
situation. Effectively, as I will point out throughout this essay, Daly basically views society as a black box, 
which in this case means he does not address the issue of consumerism and more importantly, 
materialism, which lie as a precursor of resource extraction: companies do not extract resources for the 
sake of it, but to satisfy an ever increasing material need. Materialism has been used as an approach to 
economics since its inception, ranging from Adam Smith’s Wealth of Nations to Karl Marx’s Capital, both 
of whom have offered a view of humans exchanging the produce of their labor to satisfy material needs. 
We could say that consumerism is the extension of that need in modern society and even identify, 
following Thorstein Veblenii, that a portion of it corresponds to conspicuous consumption, this is, 
consumption of goods and services that serve a non-basic necessity fulfilling purpose. In this extent, 



consumption does not only play a role of fulfilling physical needs, but has evolved as a way of attaining 
and displaying social status. One its negative consequences, at least in the US, is evidenced by its over 2 
billion sqf of storage space that’s still growingiii, which reflects that people are accumulating stuff they 
probably don’t need and, at that point, they can’t even use for social display. As I see it, the key element 
here is to establish into what extent human subjects are materialists, the role it plays in achieving social 
status, and the relevance of the latter in constructing society. Note that I am siding with what has been 
called the performative model of society - introduced by Harold Garfinkel in his 1967 Studies of 
Ethnomethodology - which understands society by being constructed through actor’s interactions rather 
than having them interact in a given society. Following this, Bruno Latouriv proposed that societies are 
organized in various degrees of complexity, and what differentiates baboons from human societies is 
the ability of the latter to embed complexity into resources – symbols, language, and technology – as a 
way of simplifying the permanent bargaining process of social order. As baboons don’t have access to 
these high-level resources, Latour indicates, they employ a large portion of their energy and effort 
negotiating a position in their society. Are humans, then, ordering their society in terms of their ability 
to consume? If so, what are the organizational consequences of restricting and limiting consumption 
that Herman Daly proposes? I personally believe that we humans could eventually organize society by 
relying in non-material resource, but I am not confident of the capacity of making that transition without 
chaotic consequences. 

The final control component for Daly’s steady state formulation is to achieve a specific distributional 
outcome for the economy, which is attained by restricting the maximum and minimum incomes and the 
maximum wealth. He cites John Stuart Mill, whom we also reviewed in class early in the semester, to 
justify limits to property right when its use is not expedient, which according to his analysis is the 
current case. In addition, one of the more powerful ideas in the paper is that permanent growth has its 
roots as a way to mitigate the inequality that arises from uneven property right allocation, although 
unfortunately it is given more as an anecdote to explain growth as ends rather than means and not 
further developed. In this sense, it follows a Marxist lineage by causally connecting property right 
allocation and inequity, but doesn’t clearly explain the need for a ceiling to income in a steady-state 
economy with minimum income restriction, as this seems to over-define the problem. As I see it, this 
observation relates to the general lack of economic sustain for the idea of redistribution in Daly’s 
proposal. While I agree that it’s desirable and an even moral imperative, it seems incompatible with the 
free market, private property, and centralized control. Furthermore, at this point is inevitable to realize 
that this steady state formulation would be based on anything but freedom, with heavy controls to 
enforce restrictions, intense bureaucratic activity to determine the appropriate throughput levels and 
unexpected social tensions from unsatisfied demand. The scenario portrays a coercive State much closer 
to a totalitarian regime than a democracy. Even though one cannot discard that this is effectively the 
appropriate political configuration of a sustainable state, it is far from appealing from today’s standards 
and ideals. 

One of the hallmark oppositions of mainstream economists on income, profit or wealth ceilings is the 
lack of motivation for innovation, which I would like to explore in more detail as part of my conclusion. 
Effectively, I have pondered myself for a long time the meaning of the idea of profit and its origins, both 



in a corporate scenario but also at the individual level. As I see it, a profit means an imbalance: there is 
an excess of revenue after paying for all costs. Adam Smith, in his Wealth of Nations, defended the 
natural propensity of humans to barter, and ultimately trade, and therefore laid out the paradigm of the 
rational-profit-maximizing individual. I am sure there has been extensive literature trying to refine this 
“propensity”, but I would like to bring up a point based on a quote by Sergey Brinv, one of Google’s 
founders: 

“ In terms of being remembered, I think I want to make the world a better place. That's a pretty generic 
answer, but I mean it in several ways. One is through Google, the company, in terms of giving people 
access to information. (…) The second is just through philanthropy. (…)  I think that is the most important 
thing to me. I don't think my quality of life is really going to improve that much with more money.” 

How would the world look like if its inhabitants didn’t pursue profit or wealth accumulation as their 
ends, but to fulfill their passion and transcend? What if people were motivated not by earning, but by 
doing whatever made them truly happy? Sergey Brin is by no means a personal role model – and maybe 
he’s even far from it – but trying to make a better world and dismissing wealth accumulation as relevant 
to his life are objectives quite uncommon for one of the richest individuals in the world. This is my final 
point: I do agree that a steady state is a need and a moral must, but I don’t think it will be imposed but 
arise. Daly’s definitions cannot come from policy; they have to be the product of a conscious societal 
change from its roots: individual awareness. Following the social constructivist school, a steady state is 
not a change in the economy: is a change in society as a whole, from inside out. Consequently, one of its 
effects will be achieving an economy with constant minimal throughput and zero population growth not 
by imposition, but by a tacit societal agreement. I believe the challenge for humanity is daunting and 
strong interested opposition will be encountered, but I find comfort in Margaret Mead’svi inspiring 
comment:  

“Never doubt that a small group of thoughtful, committed citizens can change the world. Indeed, it's the 
only thing that ever has” 

                                                           
i Quoted in Jump the Curve (Jack Uldrich, 2008) 
ii See The Theory of the Leisure Class: An Economic Study in the Evolution of Institutions, 1899 
iii http://www.slate.com/articles/arts/culturebox/2005/07/selfstorage_nation.html 
iv See Redefining the social link: from baboons to humans by Bruno Latour and Shirley Strum  in The Social Shaping 
of Technology, Donald MacKenzie and Judy Wajcman ed. 
v Source: Academy of Achievement: Sergey Brin Interview: http://www.achievement.org/autodoc/page/pag0int-3 
vi Attributed to M. Mead in: Frank G. Sommers, Tana Dineen (1984) Curing Nuclear Madness. p.158 


